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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT
w xIn 1950, E. Specker 12 proved that for any homomorphism h from the
countable direct product Zv to the integer group Z, there exist a finite
Fsubset F of v and a homomorphism h: Z ª Z satisfying h s h ? p ,F
where p : Zv ª Z F is the projection. Specker's argument is easily general-F
ized to the case of homomorphisms from Zv to free abelian groups.
w xAround 1955, J. èos and E. C. Zeeman 13 independently generalized thisÂ
theorem to the product of larger cardinalities and then èos defined theÂ
w x w xslenderness of abelian groups 9 . Recently, A. Blass 1 has given a name
``the Specker phenomenon'' to the fact discovered by Specker and related
ones. Earlier, a few years after the appearance of the Specker paper G.
w xHigman 10 proved a non-commutative version of the Specker theorem,
which can be seen as a non-commutative version of the Specker phe-
nomenon. To state it precisely and also our main theorem, we define some
basic notions.
 .For groups G i g I , the free product is denoted by ) G . Thei ig I i
notation X _ Y means ``X is a finite subset of Y.'' For F, G _ I with
F ; G, let p : ) G ª ) G be the canonical projection. Then, theF G ig G i ig F i
unrestricted free product is the inverse limit lim ) G , p : F ; G _6 ig F i F G. w x I 10 . We denote the canonical projection from lim ) G , p : F ;6 ig F i F G.G _ I to ) G by p . To define a free s-product, we assume G lig F i F i
 4 sG s e for distinct i, j g I. The free s-product X G is a subgroup ofj ig I i
 .the unrestricted free product lim ) G , p : F ; G _ I consisting of6 ig F i F G
elements x with the following property:
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There exists a word W of countable length corresponding to x, that is,
 4W is a countable linearly ordered set and W: W ª D G : i g I is a mapi
  . 4  .such that a g W: W a g G is finite for each i g I and p x is equali F
 4to the word obtained by restricting W to members of D G : i g F fori
w xeach F _ I 6 .
Since the unrestricted free products and the free s-products may be
unfamiliar to the reader, we demonstrate a construction of their elements
in a special case, where G s Z , a copy of Z, and I is the set ofi i
non-negative integers v. In this case, it suffices to deal with the canon-
ical projections p : ) Z ª ) Z for m F n. We denotem n i- n i i- m i
 .lim ) Z , p : m F n - v by UF as an abbreviation of the unre-6 i- m i m n
stricted free product.
First take an element x of Z , and next take an element x of Z )Z0 0 1 0 1
 .so that p x s x , and then take an element x of Z )Z )Z so that01 1 0 2 0 1 2
 .p x s x , and so on. The resulting sequence is an element of UF.12 2 1
When we take x , x may be decomposed into finitely many elements of1 0
Z so that the sum of them is equal to x . Next, when we take x , the0 0 2
decomposed elements of Z may again be decomposed into finitely many0
elements. If these decompositions happen infinitely many times for ele-
ments of Z , we cannot imagine a linearly ordered set of elements from0
 4D Z : i - v , which should be called as a word. An element of the freei
s-product X s Z is obtained by the construction in which such decompo-i- v i
sitions happen only finite many times, that is, for each j there exists m
such that any element of Z is not decomposed in the process fromj
x g ) Z to x g ) Z for n G m. Therefore, the resultingn iF n i nq1 iF nq1 i
sequence x corresponds to a word consisting of finitely many elements
from each Z and being possibly of infinite length.i
We remark that a free s-product X s Z is isomorphic to the funda-ig I i
mental group of the Hawaiian earring with I-many circles cf. Theorem
w x.A.1 of 6 and naturally contains a free group of I-many generators as a
w xsubgroup. We refer the reader to 6 for further information about free
s-products.
 w x.THEOREM 1.1 G. Higman 10 . Let F be a free group. Then, for any
homomorphism h: UF ª F there exist n - v and a homomorphism h:
) Z ª F such that h s h ? p , where p : UF ª ) Z is the canonicali- n i n n i- n i
projection.
In the present paper, we generalize Theorem 1.1 as follows.
 .THEOREM 1.2. Let G , p : m F n - v be an in¨erse sequence ofm m n
 .groups and p : lim G , p : m F n - v ª G the canonical projection to6n m m n n
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the n-component. Suppose that p 's are surjecti¨ e. Then, for any homomor-m n
 . sphism h: lim G , p : m F n - v ª X Z , there exist n - v and a6 m m n ig I ishomomorphism h: G ª X Z such that h s h ? p .n ig I i n
 .COROLLARY 1.3. Let G , p : m F n - v be an in¨erse sequence ofm m n
 .groups and p : lim G , p : m F n - v ª G the canonical projection to6n m m n n the n-component. Then, for any homomorphism h: lim G , p : m F n -6 m m ns s.  .v ª X Z , there exist n - v and a homomorphism h: Im p ª X Zig I i n ig I i
such that h s h ? p .n
In Section 3, we investigate the abelianization of an inverse limit using
the notion ``complete mod-U,'' which has been used to investigate groups
related to Algebraic Topology for spaces which are not locally simply
w xconnected 6, 5, 3 . We also mention the relationship of results of the
present paper to Algebraic Topology.
w xRemark 1. Higman 10 also proved that a similar theorem to Theo-
rem 1.1 holds if the domain of a homomorphism is X s Z instead of UF.v
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
 .LEMMA 2.1. Let G , q : a F b , a , b g L be an in¨erse system ofa a , b
 .groups and q : lim G , q : a F b g L ª G the canonical projection for6a a a b a . each a . Suppose that x : k - v is a sequence of elements of lim G , q :6k a a b.a F b g L and there exists k for each a g L such that k F k fora a b
 .a F b and q x s e for any k G k , a g L. Then, there exists a homo-a k a
 .  .morphism h: UF ª lim G , q : a F b g L such that h d s x for6 a a b n n .n - v, where d i is the nth generator of ) Z for i G n q 1 andn j- i j
 .d i s e for i F n. In addition if all the G 's are free, the homomorphism hn a
is unique.
 .  .Proof. Define h : ) Z ª G by h d s q x , where d is thea i- k i a a i a i ia
ith generator of ) Z ª G . Since ) Z is naturally embedded ini- k i a i- v ia
UF and this natural embedding is commutative with the inverse sequence,
.  .the ambiguity of d is harmless. For f g lim ) Z : n - v , we define6i i- n i .   ..the desired h by q ? h f s h f k for a g L. It suffices to check thata a a
  ..   ..h is well-defined, i.e., q ? h f k s h f k for a F b. For i -ab b b a a
 .  .  .  .  .min k , k , q ? h d s q ? q x s q x s h d . On the othera b a b b i a b b i a i a i
 .  .hand, for i - k with i G k q ? q x s q x s e holds. Hence, q ?b a a b b i a i a b
  ..   ..h f k s h f k holds for a F b.b b a a
 .To see the uniqueness of h when the G 's are free, let h9 d s x fora n n
n - v. Fix an arbitrary a . By Theorem 1.1 there exist m - v and
homomorphisms h, h9: ) Z ª G such that q ? h s h ? p and q ? h9i- m i a a m a
 .s h9 ? p , where p is the canonical projection from lim ) Z : n - v6m m i- n i
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 .  .  .  .to ) Z . Since h d s h9 d for n - v, h d s h9 d for i - m andi- m i n n i i
 .  .  .  .consequently q ? h u s h ? p u s h9 ? p u s q ? h9 u for every u ga m m a
UF. This implies that h s h9.
 . sWe recall the i-length l x for x g X Z and also other notionsi ig I i
w xconcerning infinitary words in 6, pp. 244]247 . The i-length of x is the
number of letters of Z appearing in the reduced word for x.i
In the sequel we identify ) Z with a subgroup of UF and then- v n
generator of Z is denoted by d . We recall that X s Z is a subgroup ofn n ig I i
 .the inverse limit lim ) Z , q : X ; Y _ I . For any F _ I, q :6 ig X i X Y F .lim ) Z , q : X ; Y _ I ª ) Z denotes the canonical projec-6 ig X i X Y ig F ition.
 4 sLEMMA 2.2. Let c g Z _ 0 . Then, for any a g X Z with a / e andi ig I i0
 .  . .n .q a s 0 there exists m - v such that lim l ymc a mnc s ` andi nª` i0 0
 . .nfor a sufficiently large n the reduced word for ymc a mnc is of the form
 . s  .ykc Zk9c for some k, k9 ) 0 and some word Z in W Z : i g I .i
 .Proof. Since q a s 0 and a / e, for a sufficiently large m ) 0 iti0
 .  .holds that both ends of the reduced words for ymc a ymc are of the
form ykc for some k ) 0 and the right end of the reduced word for
 .a mc is of the form k9c for some k9 ) 0. Then, it follows that
n . . .lim l ymc a mnc s ` and the remaining property holds.nª` i0
LEMMA 2.3. Let F _ I and i g F. Let XaYbZ be a reduced word such0
that
 .  .1 Y g W Z : i / i , i g F and Y s e;F i 0 F
 .2 0 / a, b g Z .i0
Suppose that U is a word such that U / e and the reduced words of UF F
preser¨ e the letters of Z appearing in U. Then, the reduced word of XaYbZUi0
is the form XaU9. The symmetric proposition for UXaYbZ also holds.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that U is reduced.
Suppose the negation of the conclusion. Then, U is of the form
y1 y1 y1  wZ b Y a9V for some 0 / a9 g Z and some word V. See 6, Corollaryi0x . y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 .1.7 . Then, U s Z b Y a9V s Z b a9 V holds, which contra-F F F F F F
dicts that the reduced word of U preserves the letters of Z appearingF i0
in U.
s  .LEMMA 2.4. Let W be a reduced word in W Z : i g I such thati
 .l W ) 0 and WW is reduced. Then, there exists F _ I satisfying that for anyi0
s  .  .reduced word A g W Z : i g I with A / e and q A s e it holds thati F
 .1 For a sufficiently large n, the left most and right most letters of Z i0
appearing in WynAW n remain in the reduced word of WynAW n for anyG G G G
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G _ I with F ; G;
 .  yn n.2 lim l W AW s ` for any G _ I with F ; G.nª` i G G0
 .Proof. Some letters of Z appear in W by the definition of l W ) 0.i i0 0
Since WW is reduced, we get F _ I such that i g F and the reduced0
word of W W preserves the letters of Z as in WW. Now, the conditionF F i0
 n.lim l W s ` follows from the assumption that W is not a wordnª` i F0
 .consisting of a single letter. In case l A s 0, let a be the left most letteri0
of Z appearing in the reduced word of W for G > F. Then, the reducedi G0
word of Wy1AW is of the form Xy1ay1UaX, where the reduced word ofG G
 .W is of the form YaX for some Y with l Y s 0. Hence, we get theG i0
conclusion of the lemma easily.
 .In the other case, l A ) 0 holds, but the reduced word of A is thei F0
 n.  .empty word. Take n so large that l W ) l A . It suffices to show thei F i0 0
existence of a letter a* such that Xa*Y , A and this a* remains in both
the reduced words of AW n and WynA. Let A , X ??? X so that theG G F 0 n
 .   4.X 's are non-empty and X g W Z or X g W Z : F _ i alternately.k k i k i 00
 .Case 1. There is an X g W Z with X s e.k i k0
If the length of X is greater than two, the letter in A which corre-k
sponds to a middle letter is the desired letter a* by Lemma 2.3. Otherwise,
 .  .X , b yb holds and hence, we let A , XbY yb Z, where Y is thek F
empty word. If at least one of these b and yb is the desired a*, there is
nothing to prove. We suppose the negation. Then, W n , Zy1 bU , XbUG 0 1
for some words U , U by Lemma 2.3. Suppose that Zy1 , X does not0 1
hold. We only deal with the case X , Zy1 bV for some V . Since A s e,0 0 F
y1  .  .the left b in Z b V b yb Z is canceled in the reduction from A toF 0 F F F
 .the empty word. If there is a letter b9 of Z in V which is canceledi 0 F0
together with the left b, let b9 be the left most one among such elements.
X  .Then, there is a reduced word Y 9 such that Y s e, l Y 9 s 0, and bY9b9F i0
 .is a subword of bV . Now, one of this b9 and that b in bY yb is the0
desired a*. Otherwise, there is a letter b9 of Z in Z which is canceledi F0
together with the left b. Then, a letter yb9 appears in Zy1. This yb9 isF
canceled together with other elements in Zy1 or in Z . Again by a similarF F
argument, we find another element from Z in Zy1 or in Z . Thisi F F0
produces infinitely many elements in a finite word Z , which is a contra-F
y1 yn n y1  .diction. Therefore, Z , X holds and W AW , U YU . Since l UG G 0 0 00
 .) 0 and l Y s 0 and Y s e, we get the conclusion as in an easy case,i F0
which we have stated.
 .Case 2. For all X g W Z , X / e.k i k0
  4.Then, there is an X g W Z : F _ i with X s e. If there isk i 0 k0 0
 .X g W Z which consists of two or more letters, then a letter of Z ink i i0 0
A corresponding to one of these letters is the desired a* depending on
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k - k or k - k. Therefore the remaining case is when A is of the form0 0 F
X b X ??? b X satisfying that the X 's are non-empty for 1 F k F n y 1,0 0 1 n n k
  4.X g W Z : i g F _ i and 0 / b g Z . If there are two X 's fork i 0 k i k0
1 F k F n y 1 such that X s e, then we can easily get the desired a* byk
Lemma 2.3. The remaining case is when the only X is equal to e.k 0
Therefore, A , X b X ??? b X so thatF 0 0 1 2 my1 2 m
 .1 m s k ,0
 .2 the X 's are non-empty for 1 F k F 2m y 1,k
 .   4.3 X g W Z : i g F _ i ,k i 0
 .4 0 / b g Z and b s yb for 0 F k F m y 1,k i k 2 my1yk0
 .5 X X s e for 0 F k F m y 1.k 2 myk
 .Now, A is of the form Y b Y ??? b Y , where Y , X for 0 F0 0 1 2 my1 2 m k F k
k F 2m. Unless Yy1 , Y for all 0 F k F m y 1, one of b and bk 2 myk my1 m
is the desired a*. Therefore, the last remaining case is when Yy1 , Yk 2 myk
yn n y1  .for all 0 F k F m y 1. Then, W AW , U Y U. Since l U ) 0,G G m i0
 .l Y s 0, and Y s e, we get the conclusion as before.i m F0
 . sLEMMA 2.5 Main Lemma . For any homomorphism h: UF ª X Z ,ig I i
 .h d s e for almost all n.n
 .Proof. Suppose that there exist infinitely many n's with h d / e. Byn
 .Lemma 2.1, we may suppose h d / e for all n - v. Consider then
 .reduced word of h d . Then, we can take an i g I and reduced words0 0
y1  . y1X,W such that X WX and WW are quasi-reduced, h d s X WX, and0
 .l W ) 0. If W is not a single letter, we may assume that WW is reduced.i0
 .Next, take an S _ I so that the letters of Z in the reduced word for h di 00
 .remain in the reduced word for q h d .S 0
 :  :We define F _ I and a member u of d ) d satisfying thenq1 0 n
following:
 .  .1 p u s e;nnq1 nq1
 .  .   ..2 If F ; G _ I and q h d / e, then l q ? h u G n q 1 qG n i G nq10
  ..l q ? h u ??? u for large enough n.i G 0 n0
Our construction will be divided into two cases according to whether the
word W consists of a single letter or not.
Case 1. W consists of a single letter. We let F s S in this case. By
 .Theorem 1.1 there exists n - v such that q ? h d s 0 for any n G n .0 i n 00
Let u s e for n F n . Suppose that we have defined u for j F n. Sincen 0 j
  . y1 .q Xh d X s 0 for n G n , we apply Lemma 2.2 and take m and k soi n 00
 ym  . y1 .k m k .   ..that l W Xh d X W G n q 1 q l h u ??? u . Let u si n i 0 n nq10 0
 . .k .  :  :  .ymd d mkd . Then, u g d ) d and p u s e. By0 n 0 nq1 0 n nnq1 nq1
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 ym  . y1 .k m kthe additional property for W Xh d X W in Lemma 2.2,n
kym m ky1 y1l h u s l X WX h d X WX .  .  .  . .  /i nq1 i n /0 0
ky1 ym y1 m ks l X W Xh d X W X . . /i n0
kym y1 m kG l W Xh d X W . . /i n0
G n q 1 q l h u ??? u . . .i 0 n0
Case 2. W consists of two or more letters. By Lemma 2.4 we take
F _ I so that S ; F and F satisfies the conditions of the lemma. By
 .Theorem 1.1 there exists an m - v such that q ? h d s e for anyF n
n G m. As in Case 1, let u s e for n F m and suppose that we haven
  . y1 .defined u for j F n. Since q Xh d X s e for n G m, we applyj F n
 yk  . y1 k .  Lemma 2.4 and take k so that l W Xh d X W G n q l h u ???i G n G i 00 0
..  .  .u for any G _ I with F ; G. Let u s ykd d kd . Then, as inn nq1 0 n 0
 :  :  .   ..Case 1, we get u g d ) d , p u s e and l h u G nnq1 0 n nnq1 nq1 i nq10
  ..q 1 q l h u ??? u .i 0 n0
 .In each case, let ¨ n s u ??? u g ) Z for n - v. Then,0 n j- n j
  ..  .  .p ¨ n q 1 s ¨ n and hence ¨ g lim ) Z , p : m F n - v .6nnq1 i- n i m n   .. 4  .Take n ) max l h ¨ , m and G _ I so that F ; G and q ? h di G ny10
/ e. By Theorem 1.1 there exists n F n* - v and h: ) Z ª ) Zj- n* j ig G i
such that h ? p s q ? h. Let m* - n* be the maximum index such thatn* G
 .  .   ..   ..q ? h d / e. Then, m* G n and q ? h ¨ s h ¨ n* s h ¨ m* q 1 .G m* G
  ..    ...   ..  Hence, l q ? h ¨ G l q ? h ¨ m* q 1 G l h u y l h u ???i G i G i m* i 00 0 0 0
..   ..   ..u G m*. On the other hand, l q ? h ¨ F l h ¨ - n F m*,m*y1 i G i0 0
which is a contradiction.
 .Proof of Theorem 1.2. If there exists an m - v such that p x s em
 .  .implies h x s e for any x g lim G , p : j F n - v , there exists a6 m m n .  .  ..homomorphism h from lim G , p : m F n - v rKer p , Im p6 m m n m msto X Z such that h s h ? p . By the surjectivities of p 's, it suffices toig I i m m n
 .  .show the existence of m - v such that p x s e implies h x s e form
 .any x g lim G , p : m F n - v . To show this by contradiction, sup-6 m m n pose the negation. Then, for each n - v there exists x g lim G , p :6n m m n.  .  .m F n - v such that p x s e and h x / e. There exists a homomor-n n n
 .  .phism w : lim ) Z : n - v ª lim G , p : m F n - v such that6 6i- n i m m n .  .w d s x for n - v by Lemma 2.1. Then, h ? w d / e for all n - v,n n n
which contradicts Lemma 2.5.
 .Proof of Corollary 1.3. Let H s Im p : G and q : H ª G ben n n m n n m
the restriction of p . Then, q : H ª H are lim H , q : m F n -6m n m n n m m m n
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.  .v , lim G , p : m F n - v holds and each q is surjective. Now,6 m m n m nthe corollary follows from Theorem 1.2.
Remark 2. Here, we mention an abelian case of Theorem 1.2. Any
non-trivial abelian subgroup of X s Z is isomorphic to Z by the sameig I i
s  w x.reasoning as for the case of X Z Section 6 of 10 . On the othern- v n
hand, the following seems to be known:
 .Let A , p : m F n - v be an inverse sequence of abelian groupm m n
 .A 's. Then, for any homomorphism h from lim G , p : m F n - v to a6n m m nslender abelian group S there exist n - v and a homomorphism h:
 .Im p ª S such that h s h ? p .n n
 .The proof can be done for the abelian version of Lemma 2.1. Therefore,
Theorem 1.2 gives us no new information in the abelian case.
In the case of direct products, we can generalize the theorem to
w xuncountable direct products 9; 4; 8, Theorem 3.2 . However, such a
generalization cannot be done in the case of inverse limits as the following
 .  .  .simple example shows. Let A s C a q 1, Z and p f s f ° a q 1a a b
for a F b - v , where v is the least uncountable ordinal. Then, A is1 1 a
 .  .free, lim A , p : a F b - v , C v , Z , and the canonical projection6 a a b 1 1 .from lim A , p : a F b - v to A is surjective. Since any f g6 a a b 1 a . w .C v , Z is constant on a tail, i.e., there is a such that f ° a , v is1 1
 .  .constant, we define h f s a if there is a - v such that f b s a for1
any a F b - v . It is easy to see that there exist no a - v and h:1 1
 .C a q 1, Z ª Z such that h s h ? p .a
 .Remark 3. In the case of an inverse sequence G , p : m F n - v ,m m n
 .its limit lim G , p : m F n - v has the cardinality equal to or more6 m m nthan the continuum, if p is a non-trivial surjection. However, this doesnnq1
not hold in general for directed sets other than v. We demonstrate it by
 $ . wshowing an example. Let T , be a well-pruned v -Aronzjain tree 11,y 1
xp. 70 and T be the set of all members of T of level a . For a F b - v ,a 1
let A be the free abelian group generated by T and p : A ª A bea a a b b a
 . $the homomorphism such that p t s s where s t, s g T , and t g T .yab a b
 .  4Then, all p 's are surjective, but lim A , p : a F b - v s 0 holds.6a a a b 1 .To see this, suppose the contrary, i.e., there are f g A a - v sucha a 1
 .that p f s f for a F b and f / 0 for some a . For an element a ofab b a a
 .the free abelian group generated by S, let supp a be the minimal subset
 .of S such that a belongs to the subgroup generated by supp a . The
< <cardinality of a set X is denoted by X . There exists an uncountable
<  . < <  . <I ; v such that supp f s supp f for a , b g I. Let a be the least1 a b 0
ordinal in I and take a g f . Then, there exist g g f for b g I such0 a b b0
 . <  . < <  . <that p g s a . Since supp f s supp f , each g is uniquelya b b 0 a b b0 0
 .determined and p g s g for a , b g I with a F b. Hence, we canab b a
 4extend g : b g I to a branch through T , which is a contradiction.b
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3. ABELIANIZATIONS
An abelian group A is called complete modulo the Ulm subgroup
 .  .abbreviated by ``complete mod-U '' , if for any x g A 1 F n - v withn
< <n! x y x there exists x g A such that n! x y x for all 2 F n - v.n ny1 ny1
 .  .In other words, ArU A is complete, where U A s F n! A. It isn- v
 .  .known that A is algebraically compact, if and only if UU A s U A and
w xA is complete mod-U 2 .
 .1 Any homomorphic image of a group which is complete mod-U is
also complete mod-U. A direct product of groups which are complete
mod-U is also complete mod-U.
 .2 Let A be an abelian group and H its pure subgroup. If both H
and ArH are complete mod-U, then A itself is complete mod-U.
A is cotorsion-free if A does not contain a nonzero cotorsion subgroup,
i.e., A is torsion-free, reduced, and contains no copy of the p-adic integer
group J for any prime p. If an abelian group A is complete mod-U, it isp
 . weasy to see Hom A, B s 0 for any cotorsion-free abelian group B 6,
x wProposition 4.3 . The next theorems are similar to 6, Theorem 4.7; 5,
xTheorem 1.1 and our proofs are modifications of their proofs.
 .For a group G, the abelianization Ab G of G is the quotient group of
w x  .G factored by the commutator subgroup G9. For x g G, x g Ab G
denotes the quotient class containing x. The next lemma is easy to check
and we omit its proof.
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let G , p : m F n - v be an in¨erse sequence of groupsm m n
 .and A s Ab G . Then, there exist p : A ª A for m F n - v suchn n m n n m
w  .x w xthat p x s p x for x g G . Moreo¨er, there exists a canonical homo-m n m n n
 .  .morphism s : lim G , p : m F n - v ª lim A , p : m F n - v6 6n m n n m n  .. . w  .xsuch that s x n s x n for all n - v.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let G , p : m F n - v be an in¨erse sequence ofm m n
 . groups with the surjecti¨ e p 's, A s Ab G , and G s lim G , p : m F6m n n n n m n.  . n - v . Also let s : lim G , p : m F n - v ª lim A , p : m F n -6 6n m n n m n.  . v be the canonical map in Lemma 3.1 and s : Ab G ª lim A , p :6 n m n.  . w x.m F n - v such that s x s s x for x g G.
 .Then, Ker s is complete modulo the Ulm subgroup.
w x w x w x  .  .Proof. Suppose that n!N x y x for x g Ker s 2 F n - v .n ny1 n
y1 n!w x  .Then, there exist u g Ker s such that x x g u G9. By then n ny1 n
 .surjectivity of p 's, we may assume x k s e for k F n and hence maym n n
 .assume u k s e for k F n y 1.n
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To get the desired solution, we introduce some notion. Let Seq be the
set of finite sequences of nonnegative integers. For s g Seq, the length of
 .   .  .:  .s is denoted by lh s and s s s 0 , . . . , s n y 1 , where n s lh s . Seq
has the lexicographical ordering, which we denote by $ . Let S s s g
 .  .  . 4Seq: s i F i q 1 for i - lh s and lh s G 1 .
 .Let ¨ s u for s g S with lh s G 1 and ¨ s x . We remarks lh s.q1  : 1
 .  .¨ k s e for k F lh s .s
 .  .For X ; S, let ¨ k be the element of G expressed as ??? ¨ k ???X k s
 .  .  .¨ k ??? for s, t g X, lh s , lh t - k, s $ t. Then, ¨ belongs tot X
 .   ..  .lim G , p : m F n - v , since p ¨ k q 1 s ¨ k s e in case6 n m n k kq1 s s .lh s s k.
  .4Let S s s g S: k F lh s for k G 1 and finally let y s ¨ andk S
 ny1 i!. n! w x w x ny1w i!xy s ¨ . Since y g x  u y G9 and x s x q  u , wen S 1 is2 i n ny1 1 is2 in
w x w x w x <w x w xhave n! y s y y x for n G 2, that is, n! y y x for all n G 2.n ny1 ny1
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let G , p : m F n - v be an increase sequence ofm m n
 .groups and p : lim G , p : m F n - v ª G the projection. Let N be a6n n m n n .  .normal subgroup of lim G , p : m F n - v such that p N s G for6 n m n n n .each n - v. Then, the abelianization of lim G , p : m F n - v rN is6 n m n
complete modulo the Ulm subgroup.
w x w xProof. Suppose that n!N x N y x N for 2 F n - v. Take u g Gn ny1 n
w n! x w x w x  .so that u N s x N y x N for 2 F n - v. Since p N s G , wen n ny1 n n
 .  ..may assume p u s u n y 1 s e.ny1 n n
The construction of y and y is same as that in the proof of Theo-n
rem 3.2. Only replacing ``y, y , x '' by ``yN, y N, x '' and so on, we get then n n n
proof.
At the end of this paper, we demonstrate consequences of these results
Ï .to the fundamental groups p X, x and the first Cech homotopy groups1
 .p X, x .Ï1
In case X is a compact metric space, X is the inverse limit of an
 .increase sequence X , f : m F n - v of compact polyhedra X . Them m n m
 .bonding map f induces a homomorphism f #: p X , x ªm n m n 1 n n
Ï .  .p X , x . Then, the first Cech homotopy group p X, x is isomorphic1 m m 1
  .  .to lim p X , f #: m F n - v . We remark that p Y, y is finitely6 1 m m n 1generated for a compact polyhedron Y. In case X is a locally connected,
compact metric space, we may assume that the f #'s are surjective, sincem n
any open covering has refinement consisting of path-connected open sets.
For instance, the Hawaiian earring, the Sierpinski gasket, Sierpinski car-
pet, and the Menger sponge are such spaces.
To apply Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3, let Y be spaces like the
w xHawaiian earring or certain subspaces in the plane treated in 3 . Then
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 .p Y, y becomes a subgroup of the free s-product of countable copies of1
w xZ 3 . Let X be a compact metric space. Then, by Corollary 1.3 any
 .  .homomorphism from p X, x to p Y, y factors through a subgroup ofÏ1 1
the fundamental group of a compact polyhedron. Therefore, the image of
the homomorphism is countable. We remark that the cardinality of
s .X Z is uncountable. In addition if X is locally connected, then- v n
homomorphism factors through a finitely generated group and conse-
quently the image of the homomorphism is also finitely generated.
 .In case X is path-connected, the singular homology group H X is1
  ..isomorphic to Ab p X, x in general. Therefore, for a connected1
  ..  .space X , Ab p X , x is the homology group H X and1 m m 1 m
Ï   .. .lim Ab p X , x , f #: m F n - v is exactly the Cech homology6 1 m m m nÏ  .group H X . Therefore, if X is a locally connected, connected, compact1
metric space, s in Theorem 3.2 corresponds to a canonical homomor-
Ï  .phism from the abelianization of the Cech homotopy group p X, x toÏ1
Ï Ï  .the Cech homology group H X and so Theorem 3.2 implies that the1
kernel of this s is complete mod-U.
In case X is 1-dimensional, a canonical homomorphism from the
Ï .  .fundamental group p X, x to the Cech homotopy group p X, x is anÏ1 1
w x  .injection by 7, Theorem 1.1 . Hence, we regard p X, x as a subgroup of1
 .  .  .p X, x and let N to be the normal closure of p X, x in p X, x . LetÏ Ï1 1 1
X be a 1-dimensional, locally connected, compact metric space. Then, we
can take each X to be a nerve consisting of path-connected open sets byn
the local connectivity and hence the projection q : X ª X induces an n
 .  .surjection q #: p X, x ª p X , x . This q # is a restriction of then 1 1 n n n
 .   .  .projection from p X, x , lim p X , f #: m F n - v to p X , x .Ï 61 1 m m n 1 n n .Therefore, the abelianization of p X, x rN is complete mod-U by Theo-Ï1
rem 3.3. We conclude that the abelianization of the difference between
 .  .p X, x and p X, x is complete mod-U.Ï1 1
To see these applications more clearly, we concentrate only to the case
 .  .2 2 2of the Hawaiian earring H s D x, y : x y 1rn q y s 1rn , n s
4  .  .  .2 2 21, 2, . . . , where o s 0, 0 . Let H s D x, y : x y 1ri q y s 1ri ,m
4i s 1, . . . , m and f : H ª H be the map which is the identity on Hm n n m m
and maps the other points to o for m F n. The fundamental group
 . mp H ,o is the free group ) Z and f # becomes the canonical1 m is1 i m n
projection from )n Z to )m Z . The inclusion map from H into His1 i is1 i m n
induces the canonical injection i : )m Z ª )n Z , for which f # ? im n is1 i is1 i m n m n
m  .is the identity on ) Z . Therefore, p H, o is isomorphic to UF. On theÏis1 i 1
 . sother hand, p H, o is isomorphic to X Z. Under the natural identifica-1 v
 .  .tion of p H, o and UF, the canonical homomorphism w : p H, o ªÏ1 1
 . sp H, o is the inclusion map from X Z into UF. In particular, theÏ1 v
  .. `subgroup of UF generated by D i p H is a free group ) Z . Forn n 1 n ns1 n
Ï n mthe Cech homology group, the following hold, where p : [ Z ª [ Zm n is1 i is1 i
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is the projection:
ÏH H s lim H H , f #: m F n - v .  . .61 1 m m n
s lim Ab p H , o , f #: m F n - v . . .6 1 m m n
ms lim [ Z , p : m F n - v .6 is1 i m n
s Zv .
Therefore, we conclude
 .  .1 Any homomorphic image of a homomorphism from p H, o toÏ1
 .p H, o is finitely generated.1
 .   ..2 The kernel of the canonical homomorphism from Ab p H, oÏ1
Ï  .to H H is complete mod-U.1
 .3 Let N be the normal closure of the homomorphic image of the
 .  .  .canonical homomorphism from p H, o to p H, o . Then, p H, o rN isÏ Ï1 1 1
complete mod-U.
We do not know whether the Sierpinski gasket or carpet also satisfies
the first property as the Hawaiian earring.
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